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Question
Please confirm which of the carriers from the TOP
15 Air carriers( based on passengers, MTOW
number of flights) currently have effective ground
handling agreements with Sofia Airport. Please
provide the agreements if they have not been
provided in the data room. Currently in the data
room there are no agreements with Ryan Air,
Lufthansa, Easyjet, Turkish, Aegean, LOT, Qatar,
Air Berlin.
With Regard to Aeroflot, in the data room has been
provided ground-handling agreement only for
access to business lounge. Has Aeroflot executed
the main ground handling agreement with other
ground handling operator?
According to the Annual Financial Statements for
2017, the ground handling agreement with Austrian
Airlines was terminated in 2017. Please confirm
that the ground handling agreement with Austrian
Airlines provided for in the data room
Please provide us with a list of the air carriers which
have entered into ground handling agreements with
the other ground handling operators at Sofia
Airport, but not with Sofia Airport AD.
Is Agreement of 21 July 2009 between Bulgaria Air
AD and Sofia Airport EAD regarding deferred
payment of airport charges still in force and being
implemented? If yes, please provide a copy of that
agreement.

Answer
Of the listed companies, "Sofia Airport" EAD is a
handling agent only to Air Berlin, but they do not
operate.

In relation to your answer to question No 5 set out
in Document No 18_5 dated 23 August provided
through the Q&A platform, explain that Sofia
Airport EAD purchases electricity from CEZ
Electro Bulgaria as well as from two more entities
please:
a. Please provide in the Data Room an agreement
for combined serves with CEZ Electro Bulgaria the
physical data room contains four annexes which
refer
to
an
agreement
of
2010.
b. Agreement for a membership in a balancing
group with an administrator of a balancing group in
accordance with the Electricity Trading Rules;
c. Please confirm the maximum permissible power
of connection of each object (in the meaning of the
Electricity Trading Rules), included in the
Concession Site, connected to the electricity
distribution
system;
d. Please provide in the Data Room, the agreements
with each, Strabag EOOD and BULATSA.

Regarding sub-items a and c: Please refer to
Annex 3.43 a, c, available for review in the physical
section of the Data Room – still acting electricity
supply agreement with Sofia Electricity Distribution
Company EAD (with successor "CEZ Electro
Bulgaria"). The Annexes (4 annexes for power
supplied for each "site" with 4 commercial electric
meters at MV) refer to the contract from 2010, which
was generated by the system of CEZ Electro Bulgaria
AD at the time of taking up the duties from EDC Sofia
EAD and was provided and certified by their
representative at a later stage.
Regarding sub-item b: There is no agreement for a
membership in a balancing group, as we do not
participate in the liberated market.
Regarding sub-item d: There is no agreement with
Strabag EOOD. With BULATSA currently, we have
a memorandum of agreement, because we are in the
process of drawing up a new agreement, as the term

Yes

The agreement with Austrian Airlines is effective for
anti-icing services.

We do not have such information.

Once again, we clarify that there is no agreement for
deferred payment of airport charges.
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of the previous one has elapsed - Annex 3.43. d available for review in the physical Data Room.
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Please confirm whether there are any decisions
issued by the Energy and Water Regulatory
Commission, including under the Energy Law,
establishing of infringements by and imposing of
sanctions or implementing of enforcement
administrative measures on Sofia Airport EAD. In
case there are such decisions, please provide further
clarification and documents in that regard in the
Data Room.
Please provide in the Data Room, the agreement for
access to and transmission through the electricity
distribution system concluded between Sofia
Airport EAD and CEZ Distribution EAD.
With answer number 5, included in answers number
1 of 24 August 2018, you have provided Permit No
0117/23.03.2011 of MEW for wastewater
discharge conditions in the Iskar River as appendix
5.6.5.1.5 – file Appendix 5, available in the VDR.
The content of appendix 5.6.5.1.5 – file Appendix
5 does not match Permit No 0117/23.03.2011, but
instead under the abovementioned number in the
VDR another file has been uploaded, namely:
“Technical information on aviation noise
monitoring system and flight path over Letishte
Sofia EAD monitoring”. In relation to this, please
provide Permit No 0117/23.03.2011 of MEW, as
well as all decisions for its amendment that are not
provided in the Information room, including (i)
Permit No 13130001/20.08.2007; and (ii) Decision
No 1111/12.07.2013.

There are no decisions issued by the Energy and
Water Regulatory Commission against Sofia Airport
EAD, including under the Energy Law, for
established
administrative
infringements
or
imposition of administrative sanctions and/or for
enforcement administrative measures.

With answer number 69 of 8 August 2018 you have
provided in the VDR the following decisions: (i)
Decision of BDDR No 1434/08.10.2014; (ii)
Decision of BDDR No 849/28.08.2012; (iii)
Decision No 1487/03.12.2014 amending Permit No
13130001/20.08.2007 on using of a water object for
wastewater discharge; and (iv) Decision No
1647/05.06.2015 on extending the period of and
amending Permit No 13130003/11.05.2009. In
relation to this, please provide the initial permits, on
the grounds of which these decisions have been
issued, as well as all others decisions on amending
these permits, except for the already provided
decisions.

The information is available for review in the
electronic section of the Data Room - Section
5.6.5.1.7: Permits issued to "Sofia Airport" EAD on
the grounds of the Water Act, together with
subsequent amending acts (Annexes 5.6.5.1.7-1, 5.6
.5.1.7-2, 5.6.5.1.7-3 and 5.6.5.1.7-4).

Please see Annex 3.43a, c. Available for review in
the physical section of the Data Room.

An answer to this question was provided on
29.08.2018 (Q & A_29.08.18_1). The information is
available for review in the electronic section of the
Data Room - Annex 5.6.5.1.7.
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